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“This was the first CRM implementation I'd worked on, and Kyloe were the perfect
partner. The milestones and expectations were clear from the start - having a roadmap
made my job very easy as I knew what I needed to focus on when deadlines were
approaching.

One of the key reasons for Tucker Stone moving to Bullhorn was so that we could
make use of the better search functionality that Bullhorn offers. Our data is very
valuable to us and making sure we worked with an implementation partner who we
could trust with our data was essential. 

Our project team were so knowlegeable and willing to help with any questions we had
- from the initial statement of work, right through to data mapping, the team were
really patient and no question was too difficult.

We had no overlap between Firefish and Bullhorn so it was really important that the
project was delivered on time and that we could hit the ground running. Ensuring the
team were suitably trained was a big part of this. Since we went live on Bullhorn the
team have found it really easy to use - the CV parsing has been beneficial and the
Outlook add-on has been a game changer.

I would highly recommending partnering with Kyloe - they really are a pleasure to
work with!"

Gemma Vaughan, Head of Candidate Experience @ Tucker Stone

Following a recommendation from Bullhorn, Tucker Stone chose to partner
with Kyloe on their migration from Firefish to Bullhorn.

Established:  2010
Regions: London HQ
Bullhorn users: 11

Profile: Tucker Stone
About: Tucker Stone is a boutique HR search firm specialising in senior
level appointments. Clients range from start-ups looking for their first
HR Director, to FTSE 50 companies with large & complex HR functions.
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